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is a practicing psychiatrist
in Seattle, Washington.
Also an old-house
enthusiast, he has grown
his love for historic
restoration into an active
second career. He has
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written numerous articles

on historic home design for magazines ranging
from Old House Journal to Period Living in
the U.K. and is editor-at-large for Old-House
Interiors. Coleman is the author of Inner Spaces:
Paul Vincent Wiseman & The Wiseman Group,
Fortuny Interiors, Farrow & Ball: The Art of
Color, and Scalamandré, among other home
design books. He divides his time between New
York and Seattle.

ERIK KVALSVIK is
a widely published and
traveled photographer of
architecture and interiors.
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Leta Austin Foster is among the twentieth
century’s most influential interior designers,
according to House Beautiful magazine, and
has been hailed by House and Garden as
one of the “100 Greatest American Interior
Decorators.” Her attention to detail and
dedication to always stay true to a client’s
vision are the backbone of her work.
Whether it’s a nineteenth-century Virginia
family home or a modern South Florida
country club, Leta Foster believes that any
space can be beautiful and comfortable at

He is often called upon to

the same time. This philosophy has inspired

photographs gardens and

the design of countless homes across the

decorative arts objects

country. With an eye to fine detail, Foster

as well. Clients include

and two of her daughters, Sallie Giordano

major national magazines

(New York City) and India Foster (Palm

interior designers. He has been the principal
photographer of more than a dozen books,
including Fortuny Interiors and Barry Dixon
Inspirations. his work has also appeared in
national magazines such as House Beautiful,
Traditional Home, and Veranda.
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Beach), have created comfortable, gorgeous
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and museums as well as leading architects and

living spaces along the East Coast that are
shown here in exquisite photographs.
Traditional Interiors showcases Foster’s
designs, described in detail, that will
inspire you in creating your own glamorous,
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comfortable space.
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UPHOLSTERY
& TRIM

F

urniture needs to be comfortable as well as
beautiful, and the upholstery done properly
for it to be successful. The finishing trim should
be the touch that coordinates and ties a room’s
soft furnishings together. Here we show a variety
of applications, from richly appointed silk sofas
to intricately stitched cushions and pillows and
even delicately embroidered wall panels, to see
how using the right upholstery and trim gives a
room an enticing and tailored appeal.
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